
 
RETAIL PRICE 2020 

 
WB-STANDARD KIT, frame, battery in the bottle cage, engine 240 watt           
silent standard. Customised frame, made by hand in Italy with high quality            
and modern design. Matte black or basic colors to choose - rigid carbon             
frame (see pictures), with Epowers decal, 240 watt motor 3 level of            
assistance (80 W, 160 W, 240 W), 210 Wh battery in the bottle cage,              
simple charger, Start / Stop button with electric wires, integrated seat tube,            
seatpost, Shimano 105 crankset. If you are installing various crankset          
models, ask for info.  

Euro 5.600 + VAT  

IB-STANDARD KIT, frame, built-in frame battery, motor 240 watt silent          
standard. Customised frame, made by hand in Italy with high quality and            
modern design. Matte black, or basic colors to choose - rigid carbon frame             
(see photos), with Epowers decal, 240 watt motor 3 level of assistance            
(80 W, 160 W, 240 W), 280 Wh invisible battery integrated into the frame,              
start / stop button with electric wires, integrated seat tube, seatpost,           
Shimano 105 crankset. In case of mounting various crankset models, ask           
info.  

Euro 6.500 + VAT  
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OPTIONS ON REQUEST 
 
Ref. 110 Wireless start / stop buttons *** 500 Euro  
Ref. 111 Personalized painting 300 Euro  
Ref. 112 Extension of Warranty for 3 years 500 Euro  
Ref. 113 Double battery system for KIT WB (with integrated seat tube) 600             
Ref. 114 Double battery system for KIT IB (with integrated seat tube) 800 
Ref. 115 Replacement battery 210 Wh Li-Ion 500 Euro  
Ref. 116 Replacement battery in frame 280 Wh SONY Li-Ion 800 Euro  
Ref. 117 Frame with disc brakes (delivery 60/90 days) 500 Euro  
Ref. 118 The latest version of Battery 330 Wh 500 Euro  
Ref. 119 Engine with increased power to 330 Watt (for 30 second at each              
300 second) *** 1.500 Euro  
Ref. 120 Complete kit 4.500 Euro  
*** Without guarantee. In case of breakdown or malfunction, the repair must be paid.  
 
In case of delivery outside Europe, the KIT is not supplied with option             
Ref.119 because of the operational safety of the engine.  
 
Delivery 
 
WB-STANDARD KIT, battery in the bottle cage, 30/45 days  
IB-STANDARD KIT, battery built-in the frame, 30/60 days  
IB-STANDARD KIT, with disc brakes 30/60 days 
 
Payment  
If the delivery time is more than 30 days, 50% at the order, balance              
before delivery, when the pictures are sent 
If the delivery time is less than 30 days, 100% at the order  
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IMPORTANT WARNING The product is assembled in Hungary, so it is           
subject to the regulations of the Hungarian Traffic Code, which considers           
the assisted pedaling system as a bike with no speed limit of 25 km / h.                
Therefore, unless otherwise requested, the frame / motor kit is supplied           
without speed limiter and the purchaser will be fully aware that the use of              
this system will be subject to the regulations of the country of use assuming              
all liability. To receive the frame / engine kit equipped with a speed limit of               
25 km / h, just ask for it when ordering without extraordinary costs. 
  

MTB FRAME KIT CX  
 
Customised frame made by hand in Italy with high quality and modern            
design. Matte black or basic color to choose - rigid carbon frame (see             
pictures), with decal Epowers, 240 Watt motor with 3 levels of assistance            
(80 W, 160 W, 240 W), 390 Wh invisible battery integrated into the frame.              
Delivered with integrated seat tube, seat post, single or double Sram or            
Shimano crankset selects and delivers from the customer, without fork.  
 
Euro 6.500 + VAT  
 
Delivery: 60/90 days  
 
Payment: 50% when ordering, balance before delivery when photos are          
sent  
 
BI-AMORTIZED MTB FRAME KIT  
 
Customised frame made by hand in Italy with high quality and modern            
design. Matte black or basic color to choose - rigid carbon frame (see             
pictures), with decal Epowers, 240 Watt motor with 3 levels of assistance            
(80 W, 160 W, 240 W), 390 Wh invisible battery integrated into the frame.              
Delivered with integrated seat tube, seat post, single or double Sram or            
Shimano crankset selects and delivers from the customer, without fork. 
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Euro 7.500 + VAT  
 
Delivery: 60/120 days  
 
Payment: 50% when ordering, balance before delivery when        
photos are sent  

 
IMPORTANT WARNING The product is assembled in Hungary, it is          
therefore subject to the code regulations of the Hungarian Road which           
considers the assisted pedaling system a bike with no speed limit of 25 km              
/ h. Therefore, unless otherwise requested, the frame / motor kit is supplied             
without speed limiter and the purchaser will be fully aware that the use of              
this system will be subject to the regulations of the country of use assuming              
all liability. To receive the frame / engine kit equipped with a speed limit of               
25 km / h, just ask for it when ordering without extraordinary costs.  

SPECIAL VERSIONS ON REQUEST - TRANSFORMATION OF       
THE CUSTOMER’S FRAME  
It is possible to transform the customer's carbon frame to install the            
Epowers motorized system. The frame, once transformed, is painted in the           
original color. Transformation is not possible on aluminum or titanium          
frames. High quality work done in Italy. Transformation frame with paint           
according to original Warranty 5 years.  
 
Euro 7.000 - 25.000 + VAT depending which kind of work requested  
 
Options on request  
Ref. 110 Wireless start / stop buttons *** 500 Euro  
Ref. 112 Extension of Warranty for 3 years 500 Euro  
Ref. 113 Double battery system for KIT WB (with integrated seat tube only)             
600 Euro  
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Ref. 114 Double battery system for KIT IB (with integrated seat tube only)             
800 Euro  
Ref. 115 Replacement battery 210 Wh Li-Ion 500 Euro  
Ref. 116 Replacement battery in frame 280 Wh SONY Li-Ion 800 Euro 
Ref. 117 Frame with disc brakes  500 Euro  
Ref. 118 The latest version of Battery 330 Wh  500 Euro  
Ref. 119 Engine with increased power to 330 Watt (for 30 second at each              
300 second) ***  1.500 Euro 
Ref. 120 Complete kit  4.500 Euro  
*** Without guarantee. In case of breakdown or malfunction, the repair must be paid  
 
Payment: 100% when ordering  
 
Delivery: 90/120 days  
 
SERIAL DOUBLE ENGINE COMPLETE BICYCLE 
 
Customised frame made by hand in Italy , high quality and modern design.             
Rigid carbon frame, customized colors, 2 motors x 250 Watt at 3 levels of              
assistance (200 W / 350 W / 500 W), 2 batteries - one in the frame 330 Wh                  
and one in the bottle cage 210 Wh, Start / Stop buttons with electr. wires,               
seat tube with integrated saddle, seatpost, Shimano Dura Ace Di2 or Sram            
E-Tap groupset included with FULCRUM RACING 4 carbon wheelset. 3          
years warranty. 
  
EURO 14.000 + VAT  
 
Payment: 100% when ordering  
 
Delivery: 60/120 days  
 
SERIAL TRIPLE ENGINE COMPLETE BICYCLE (XL-XXXL) 
 
Customised frame made by hand in Italy , high quality and modern design.  
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Rigid carbon frame, customized colors, 3 motors x 250 Watt at 3 levels of              
assistance (250 W / 500 W / 750 W), 2 batteries - one in the frame 330 Wh  
and one in the bottle cage 210 Wh, Start / Stop buttons with electr. wires,               
seat tube with integrated saddle, seatpost, Shimano Dura Ace Di2 or Sram            
E-Tap groupset included with FULCRUM RACING 4 carbon wheelset. 3          
years warranty. 
  
EURO 16.000 + VAT  
 
Payment: 100% when ordering Delivery: 60/120 days  

 
FRAME MEASURES                                 XS     S      M   M/L    L      XL   XXL 
A horizontal top tube length mm.     504  520  535 548  560  575  592 
B chainstay length mm.                     405  405  405 405  405  408  408 
C head tube length mm.                     110  125  135 143  153  171  190 
CC seat tube center to center mm.    405  430 455 470  490   515  540 
CF virtual seat tube height mm. 
D bottom bracket drop mm.                  71   71   71   70    69     67    67 
F front center distance mm.                570 578 584 587   596  602  607 
R rake mm.                                             45   45   45   45     45    45    45 
SA seat tube angle degree                 74,8 74,5  74 73,8   73,5   73  72,5 
HA head tube angle degree                      70,8 71,5  72  72,5     73    73,2 73,5 
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COLORS AVAILABLE: all the color can be choose with the          
same design  
 

    

 
 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE  
 
Rates  
Prices do not include VAT or transport. The prices are EX WORKS, ex             
works Pécs (Hungary). Rates may change without notice 
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Discount  
Discount for distributors is possible, according to quantity  
 
Transportation Transport costs are not included. Shipping from Pécs,         
Hungary  
 
Warranty In case of breakdown or malfunction of the product, contact           
Customer Service. Never try to repair the product unless authorized.          
Alteration of the condition of the product automatically invalidates the          
warranty.  
 
Complete bike Epowers can provide complete bicycles, assembled as ‘a          
la card’ according to the choice of the customer. Ask us for a quote.  

 

 

 

 

www.epowers.bike 
info@epowers.bike  

Contact: Stefano Varjas +33 669 905 732  
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